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Water, A gift to thirsty people in Kenya
Thanks to the sharing of your planted and will soon provide
blessings, water is flowing enough fruits and vegetables
abundantly in Kaswanga, to all 200 orphaned children.
Kenya.

Water at 100 feet

In July two wells were drilled
to replace the windmill system that required frequent
repairs and often was nonfunctional. There is a 35
foot deep well for the community and a well that is
designated exclusively for
the Living Waters Feeding
Center. This well is 190 feet
deep, operated by a solar
powered submersible pump
and provides enough water
to fill 55,000 liters of stored My friends, it is in God’s plan
water.
to have His disadvantaged
children in Kaswanga have
This provides virtually unlimpure, flowing water. He has
ited water for the feeding
blessed those more fortunate
center and the two and one
to help make this a reality.
half acre garden that is now

Community Well

Solar power for well

Living Waters Feeding Center feeding 135 orphan children every weekday
The feeding center has
been fully operational
for one year. 135 orphan children and a few
widows currently receive
meals which consist of
maize and beans, beans
and rice or beans and
vegetables. Fruit is offered one day a week
until more fruit production becomes available.
The gaunt, frightened
and frail orphan children
of Kaswanga are not so
prevalent as now they

are healthy, happy
and strong.
Each
child would like to
thank the dedicated
donors for making a
difference in their
life
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Living Waters Feeding Center Sharing “Good News”
The solar oven continues to Sixteen children committed
provide cooking at no addi- their lives to Jesus through
tional expense and the staff baptism this year.
have learned the art of solar
cooking. Children walk from
three schools as far away as
four miles to get possibly the
only meal they will receive
that day.
John is a child who came to
the feeding center on this
day with malaria. Because
of your support he was able
to receive medical care to A most precious possession is
the Bible that they received
cure the malaria.
after they were baptized.

One
Hundred
percent of your
contribution
goes directly to
Kaswanga.

Daryl is sharing the “Good
News” of Jesus with the children at lunch time.

Living Waters Gardens
was installed and by
September there will
be fruits and vegetables for all the Kaswanga orphan children.
At the completion of our May
and July trips we had cleared
and readied an additional
two acres of land for garden
expansion. Drip irrigation

How can you Share Your Blessings?
It is overwhelming to accept the responsibility for 200+ children. We are met
with the reality of the amount and cost of food required to feed so many. As
the children were in our presence daily, we became acutely aware of their need
of basic medical care. We saw children with malaria, skin lesions, open wound
infections and a host of other medical problems. We bought medications, applied first aid and prayed that God would help us care for these precious children. Many of these children only have one set of tattered clothes to wear and
completely worn out shoes.
Tears flow from our eyes daily as we feel the call of God to help, yet we need
financial support to care for these children. As God blesses through your generous support we want to assist all 200 orphaned children .

Living Waters
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Living Waters is operated by contributions of people just like you. One
hundred percent of your shared
blessing goes directly to the Kaswanga project. There are no administrative fees.
Please consider giving a tax deductible donation to Living Waters as we
all do our part in alleviating some of
the suffering in our world.
Please visit our web site for additional updates and information.
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